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CUSTOMER FAVORITES

Beat Saber

This is the most popular VR game of all

time. It's easy to play, but hard to

master. Slash your glowing lightsabers

through the beats to the rhythms of the

soundtrack. We now have Custom

Songs!

Elven Assassin

This is one of the most popular VR

multiplayer games! Elven Assassin is

addictive and easy to play. You must

defend the castle grounds from an

advancing orcish horde! Watch out for

dragons and ogres! Alternatively, you

can fight against your friends in an epic

PVP experience!

SUPERHOT VR

Superhot is a universal favorite.  This

unique shooter will test your reflexes,

aim and time management abilities.

Time only moves when you do, so plan

accordingly!

Richie’s Plank Experience🤢

You're on a plank, 80 stories high. Your

knees are shaky, and your palms are

sweaty. You have a choice: do you walk,

or do you freeze?

Job Simulator

You're never too old to play Job

Simulator! Work as a chef, office

employee, grocery store clerk or car

mechanic! Your adorable robot

employers will never resent your antics!

Let’s get to work!

Angry Birds VR: Isle of Pigs

Join Red, Chuck, Bomb, and the Blues to

save the stolen eggs in Angry Birds VR:

Isle of Pigs.

Fruit Ninja VR

Your controllers become swords. No

button memorization is required. Slice

as many of the fruits as possible whilst

also avoiding the bombs. Hopefully

someone brought a blender!

Space Pirate Trainer

Cyberpunk sci fi action at its finest!

Defeat waves of flying robot enemies

with multiple guns, a shield, and even

powerups.  Remember: reloading is for

the weak!

VR Funhouse

A simplistic carnival funhouse with all

your favorite classic games.
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Perfect

Virtual reality escapism at its purest.

Leave behind the daily grind & slip

away to beautiful relaxing locations, the

northern lights, beaches, and even a

mountain top. Take a minute to relax.

theBlu

Experience the wonder and majesty of

the ocean!  Visit a series of submarine

habitats and come face to face with

awe-inspiring marine creatures.

Dream Coaster VR🤢

Our favorite roller coaster. It’s 2.5

minutes long in a wonderful magical

land. Ask us for a chair!
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MULTIPLAYER

Arizona Sunshine

One of the best VR games of all time.

This is easily the greatest zombie game

ever made too. Make your way through

the apocalyptic deserts or Arizona!

Fight hordes of zombies, find better

weapons, and try to get rescued.

Beat Saber

This is the most popular VR game of all

time. It's easy to play, but hard to

master. Slash your glowing lightsabers

through the moving targets to the

rhythm of the soundtrack. We now have

Custom Songs!

Elven Assassin

This is one of the most popular VR

multiplayer games! Elven Assassin is

addictive and easy to play. You must

defend the castle grounds from an

advancing orcish horde! Watch out for

dragons and ogres! Alternatively, you

can fight against your friends in an epic

PVP experience!

Escape First

These are multiplayer escape room

puzzle games! This game features three

rooms to escape from and may be

played competitively or cooperatively.

Gunheart

Become a legendary space bounty

hunter and finish freelance jobs.

Upgrade your equipment as you go and

save the universe. Samus Aran would be

jealous! Boba Fett would be terrified.

Karnage Chronicles

Experience a rich story that takes you

on a perilous journey through dark

dungeons filled with monsters, traps,

puzzles, treasure and more.

Onward🤢
This is our most realistic military

shooter. The game features a steep

learning curve. Multiplayer gameplay is

available.

Pavlov VR🤢
A complex shooter with fully fledged

reload functions and gameplay. This

game is all about firepower.

Protonwar

Imagine Halo 3 and Quake 3 thrown

into a blender. Sounds awesome right?

Just wait until you try it in VR! This is the

greatest VR science fiction multiplayer

shooter! Work on your aim and fight

against bots or players!  There are

plenty of maps to choose from!

Remember: It’s all about map and

weapon control.

PAYDAY 2⚠
Have you ever seen the movie ‘Heat’

from 1995? It’s pretty much that, but in

VR. Rob banks and conduct heists alone

or with friends!
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QuiVr

Another archery tower defense

adventure. This game is very easy to

control and play. Multiplayer is an

option.

QuiVr Vanguard

QuiVr Vanguard brings the best-selling

archery mechanics of the original QuiVr

into a stand-alone, fast-paced title.

Rec Room

Play tons of games with friends, or on

your own. Customize your character and

play rec center games as well as quests,

laser tag, paintball, and dodgeball.

Serious Sam VR: The Last Hope

Step into the shoes of Sam Stone in this

unique VR shooter simulation! This is a

wave-based stationary shooter! Defend

your position against never-ending

waves of enemies! Use a ludicrously

cool arsenal of firearms!

Smashbox Arena

Shoot, duck behind cover, and

coordinate with teammates! Take

advantage of the amusing power ups

within the game.

Sweet Escape VR

Climb to the top of the various candy

landscapes. Race against your friends

to become the ultimate candy-climber!

This game will give you a work-out!

Tales of Escape

Your goal is to escape

1. Butcher’s shop

2. Old Mine

3. Asylum + Space

Trickster VR

A fun dungeon crawling adventure that

changes every time. Use bow-guns,

swords, or shields to defeat the orcs

and upgrade your gear. Multiplayer

enabled.

VRChat

Join the growing community as you

explore, play, and help craft the future

of social VR
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KIDS

Angry Birds VR: Isle of Pigs

Join Red, Chuck, Bomb, and the Blues to

save the stolen eggs in Angry Birds VR:

Isle of Pigs.

Apollo 11 VR

Explore the moon landing in this

interactive documentary! Visit the moon

with the crew of Apollo 11! The Eagle has

Landed!

Baby Hands

Experience the world through the eyes

(and chubby little cheeks) of a baby!

Crawl your way through a zany sandbox

experience. The game is filled with

imagination and fun! Baby Hands is a

humorous VR baby simulator!

Beat Saber

This is the most popular VR game of all

time. It's easy to play, but hard to

master. Slash your glowing lightsabers

through the beats to the rhythms of the

soundtrack. We now have Custom

Songs!

Cowbots and Aliens

This is a cel-shaded PvP shooter

featuring cowboy robots and unknown

aliens! Fight against your friends, or

traverse into the online world! You have

Free movement and four distinct game

types.

Digital Domain’s Monkey King

A visually-captivating, cinematic

storybook experience told in virtual

reality.  Jump into this truly immersive

experience and journey with Wukong

along his search for the ways of the

warrior in this tale of tragedy, magic

and conquest.

Dream Coaster VR🤢
Our favorite roller coaster. It’s 2.5

minutes long in a wonderful magical

land. Ask us for a chair!

Elven Assassin

This is one of the most popular VR

multiplayer games! Elven Assassin is

addictive and easy to play. You must

defend the castle grounds from an

advancing orcish horde! Watch out for

dragons and ogres! Alternatively, you

can fight against your friends in an epic

PVP experience!

Fruit Ninja VR

Your controllers become swords. No

button memorization is required. Slice

as many of the fruits as possible whilst

also avoiding the bombs. Someone had

better bring a blender!
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Holopoint

Become a legendary space bounty

hunter and finish freelance jobs.

Upgrade your equipment as you go and

save the universe. Samus Aran would be

jealous! Boba Fett would be terrified.

Job Simulator

You're never too old to play Job

Simulator! Work as a chef, office

employee, grocery store clerk or car

mechanic! Your adorable robot

employers will never resent your antics!

Let’s get to work!

VR Funhouse

A simplistic carnival funhouse with all

your favorite classic games.

Ocean Rift

Experience the ocean in a whole new

way- this underwater adventure park

has something for everyone, including

whales, sea lions, and turtles.

Perfect

Virtual reality escapism at its purest.

Leave behind the daily grind & slip

away to beautiful relaxing locations, the

northern lights, beaches, and even a

mountain top. Take a minute to relax.

QuiVr

Another archery tower defense

adventure. This game is very easy to

control and play. Multiplayer is an

option.

Rampage VR

Just like the arcade game, but this time

you’re unleashed on a huge open world.

Destroy as much as possible as George.

Rec Room

Play tons of games with friends, or on

your own. Customize your character and

play rec center games as well as quests,

laser tag, paintball, and dodgeball.

Richie’s Plank Experience🤢
You're on a plank, 80 stories high. Your

knees are shaky, and your palms are

sweaty. You have a choice: do you walk,

or do you freeze? Alternatively, you

could just impersonate Santa Claus!

Smashbox Arena

Shoot, duck behind cover, and

coordinate with teammates! Take

advantage of the amusing power ups

within the game.

Space Pirate Trainer

Cyberpunk sci-fi action at its finest!

Defeat waves of flying robot enemies

with multiple guns, a shield, and even

powerups.  Remember: reloading is for

the weak!

Summer Funland🤢
A crazy rollercoaster, hilarious

mini-games, an incredibly fast-paced

motorcycle ride through Gotham, an

underwater voyage and a space trip –

Summer Funland will blow you away!
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SUPERHOT VR

Superhot is a universal favorite.  This

unique shooter will test your reflexes,

aim and time management abilities.

Time only moves when you do, so plan

accordingly!

Sweet Escape VR

Climb to the top of the various candy

landscapes. Race against your friends

to become the ultimate candy-climber!

This game will give you a work-out!

theBlu

Experience the wonder and majesty of

the ocean!  Visit a series of submarine

habitats and come face to face with

awe-inspiring marine creatures.

Trickster VR

A fun dungeon crawling adventure that

changes every time. Use bow-guns,

swords, or shields to defeat the orcs

and upgrade your gear.

Vacation Simulator

Have you been playing too much Job

Simulator? If so, you may need a

vacation! Vacation Simulator is brought

to you by the team responsible for Job

Simulator! Customize your avatar,

explore your hotel room and visit exotic

locations in this epic vacation simulator!

Water Bears VR

These are brain games. Solve the

puzzles to get water to the bears. THEIR

LIVES ARE IN YOUR HANDS!

Zombie Training Simulator

A cartoon zombie apocalypse with

amusing gameplay and fast paced

action.
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SHOOTERS

Arizona Sunshine

One of the best VR games of all time.

This is easily the greatest zombie game

ever made too. Make your way through

the apocalyptic deserts or Arizona!

Fight hordes of zombies, find better

weapons, and try to get rescued.

The Brookhaven Experiment

Survive waves of monsters, upgrade

your weapons, and try to stop the

apocalypse.

Bullet Sorrow VR

This game is similar to Rainbow Six

Siege. A zombie survival mode is

included!

Cowbots and Aliens

This is a cel-shaded PvP shooter

featuring cowboy robots and unknown

aliens! Fight against your friends, or

traverse into the online world! You have

Free movement and four distinct game

types.

Duck Season

Remember Duck Hunt from the

Nintendo Entertainment System?

Things have changed since 1984. Enjoy

this faithful VR recreation of Duck

Hunt™. Keep your eye on that dog

though….

Fallout 4 VR⚠🤢
Who needs Fallout 76? We certainly

don’t! Fallout 4 is a massive RPG first

person shooter. If you have an hour, give

this one a shot. Your aim is to save the

post-apocalyptic world from ghouls and

monsters. You may be able to find your

son while you’re at it.

Gunheart

This is a staff favorite. Become a

legendary space bounty hunter and

finish freelance jobs. Upgrade your

equipment as you go and save the

universe. Samus Aran would be jealous!

Boba Fett would be terrified.

Holopoint

Become a legendary space bounty

hunter and finish freelance jobs.

Upgrade your equipment as you go and

save the universe. Samus Aran would be

jealous! Boba Fett would be terrified.

Hot dogs, Horseshoes & Hand

Grenades

Do you like hot dogs? How about

horseshoes? Hand grenades? (everyone

likes hand grenades). Anyway, we've

got all that, and guns. No mustard

though.
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Island 359🤢
Meet face-to-face with deadly dinosaurs

from the past. Use guns, upgrades and

tools as you try to survive. A mis

between Jurassic park and avatar.

Onward ⚠🤢
This is our most realistic military

shooter. The game features a steep

learning curve. Multiplayer gameplay is

available.

Pavlov VR ⚠🤢
A complex shooter with fully fledged

reload functions and gameplay. This

game is all about firepower.

PAYDAY 2 ⚠
Have you ever seen the movie ‘Heat’

from 1995? It’s pretty much that, but in

VR. Rob banks and conduct heists alone

or with friends!

Zombie Training Simulator

A cartoon zombie apocalypse with

amusing gameplay and fast paced

action.

Protonwar

Imagine Halo 3 and Quake 3 thrown

into a blender. Sounds awesome right?

Just wait until you try it in VR! This is the

greatest VR science fiction multiplayer

shooter! Work on your aim and fight

against bots or players! There are

plenty of maps to choose from!

Remember: It’s all about map and

weapon control.

Serious Sam VR: The Last Hope

Step into the shoes of Sam Stone in this

unique VR shooter simulation! This is a

wave-based stationary shooter! Defend

your position against never-ending

waves of enemies! Use a ludicrously

cool arsenal of firearms!

Space Pirate Trainer

Cyberpunk sci-fi action at its finest!

Defeat waves of flying robot enemies

with multiple guns, a shield, and even

powerups.  Remember: reloading is for

the weak!

SUPERHOT VR

Superhot is a universal favorite.  This

unique shooter will test your reflexes,

aim and time management abilities.

Time only moves when you do, so plan

accordingly!
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SPORTS

Beat Saber

This is the most popular VR game of all

time. It's easy to play, but hard to

master. Slash your glowing lightsabers

through the beats to the rhythms of the

soundtrack. We now have Custom

Songs!

Creed Rise to Glory

You are Adonis Creed, fighting to

establish your legacy in the ring and

beyond. Go toe-to-toe with the world’s

top opponents in this intense VR boxing

experience that lets you train and fight

like Creed.

Goalie Challenge VR

Feel the whizz of the puck fly by your

skull in this fun and fast-paced goalie

VR simulator. Fully immersive with

surround sound and haptic vibration for

a realistic hockey experience.

Holopoint

Become a legendary space bounty

hunter and finish freelance jobs.

Upgrade your equipment as you go and

save the universe. Samus Aran would be

jealous! Boba Fett would be terrified.

Knockout League

Train up with various boxing drills to

take on a crazy cast of characters with

different fighting styles.

Rec Room

Train up with various boxing drills to

take on a crazy cast of characters with

different fighting styles.

Smashbox Arena

Shoot, duck behind cover, and

coordinate with teammates! Take

advantage of the amusing power ups

within the game.

Space Fist

In the virtual world of Space Fist, you

are a fighter challenging powerful

enemies across different environments.

Sweet Escape VR

Climb to the top of the various candy

landscapes. Race against your friends

to become the ultimate candy-climber!

This game will give you a work-out!

VR SUPER SPORTS

This game is a full-body VR experience.

Bowling, Homerun Derby, Soccer,

Basketball, Japanese Archery, Clay

Shooting, Boxing, Karting, and more.
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HORROR

AFFECTED: The Manor🤢
A VR horror game where you can

choose your path. There are two

different paths and four endings.

Arizona Sunshine

One of the best VR games of all time.

This is easily the greatest zombie game

ever made too. Make your way through

the apocalyptic deserts or Arizona!

Fight hordes of zombies, find better

weapons, and try to get rescued.

The Brookhaven Experiment

Survive waves of monsters, upgrade

your weapons, and try to stop the

apocalypse.

Dreadhalls🤢
Survive the dungeon and find a way to

escape. Your only weapons are stealth,

courage, and a faint light.

Drunkn Bar Fight Halloween ⚠
Fight your way through the crowds in

this overcrowded pub with zombies!

Three different locations.

Duck Season

Remember Duck Hunt from the

Nintendo Entertainment System?

Things have changed since 1984. Enjoy

this faithful VR recreation of Duck Hunt.

Keep your eye on that dog though….

Emily Wants To Play

This game is extremely popular. Your

goal is to deliver a pizza to Emily’s

house. Your goal is to escape alive.

Explore the house and find a way to

escape the nightmare!

Escape Bloody Mary

Our newest horror game – very quick.

Keep the candles lit. close the window

and survive!

Eternity Warriors ⚠
This is a gothic stationary wave shooter.

Fight through hordes of gargoyles,

minotaurs, and succubus. The art style

may remind you of Devil May Cry!

GORN

This is an outrageously gruesome

colosseum fighter with beautiful cel

shaded graphics! The game features

multiple enemies, modes, and

weapons.

Island 359🤢
Meet face-to-face with deadly dinosaurs

from the past. Use guns, upgrades and

tools as you try to survive. A mis

between Jurassic park and avatar.

Rick and Morty: Virtual

Rick-ality

Oh jeez, Rick! Join the dynamic duo in

this chaotic simulator on an adventure

through portals and time.
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EXPERIENCES

Amazon Odyssey🤢
Go on an incredible journey through

amazon rainforest, parachute into the

jungle and make camp before exploring

the river and paragliding over cliffs.

Take pictures of animals and learn a

little along the way.

Apollo 11 VR

Explore the moon landing in this

interactive documentary! Visit the moon

with the crew of Apollo 11! The Eagle has

Landed!

Digital Domain’s Monkey King

A visually-captivating, cinematic

storybook experience told in virtual

reality.  Jump into this truly immersive

experience and journey with Wukong

along his search for the ways of the

warrior in this tale of tragedy, magic

and conquest.

Dream Coaster VR🤢
Our favourite roller coaster. It’s 2.5

minutes long in a wonderful magical

land. Ask us for a chair!

Google Earth VR 🤢
Visit anywhere in the world, and even

stand in the streets. Go on vacation or

visit a hometown! Google Street-view

just became a whole lot more intense!

Nature Treks VR

Explore tropical beaches, underwater

oceans and even take to the stars.

Discover over 60 different animals.

Command the weather, take control of

the night or create and shape your own

world.

Ocean Rift

Experience the ocean in a whole new

way- this underwater adventure park

has something for everyone, including

whales, sea lions, and turtles.

Perfect

Virtual reality escapism at its purest.

Leave behind the daily grind & slip

away to beautiful relaxing locations, the

northern lights, beaches, and even a

mountain top. Take a minute to relax.

Richie’s Plank Experience

You're on a plank, 80 stories high. Your

knees are shaky, and your palms are

sweaty. You have a choice: do you walk,

or do you freeze? Alternatively, you

could just impersonate Santa Claus!

Summer Funland🤢
A crazy rollercoaster, hilarious

mini-games, an incredibly fast-paced

motorcycle ride through Gotham, an

underwater voyage and a space trip –

Summer Funland will blow you away!
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theBlu

Experience the wonder and majesty of

the ocean!  Visit a series of submarine

habitats and come face to face with

awe-inspiring marine creatures.

We Are Stars🤢
An immersive astronomical

documentary about the UNIVERSE!

(spoiler alert: It’s big).
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FANTASY/ADVENTURE RPG

Blade & Sorcery ⚠
Blade & Sorcery is a built-for-VR

medieval fantasy sandbox with full

physics driven melee, ranged and magic

combat. Become a powerful warrior,

ranger or sorcerer and devastate your

enemies.

Elven Assassin

This is one of the most popular VR

multiplayer games! Elven Assassin is

addictive and easy to play. You must

defend the castle grounds from an

advancing orcish horde! Watch out for

dragons and ogres!

Eternity Warriors VR ⚠
This is a gothic stationary wave shooter.

Fight through hordes of gargoyles,

minotaurs, and succubus. The art style

may remind you of Devil May Cry!

Karnage Chronicles

Experience a rich story that takes you

on a perilous journey through dark

dungeons filled with monsters, traps,

puzzles, treasure and more.

QuiVr

Another archery tower defense

adventure. This game is very easy to

control and play. Multiplayer is an

option.

Trickster VR

A fun dungeon crawling adventure that

changes every time. Use bow-guns,

swords, or shields to defeat the orcs

and upgrade your gear.
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PUZZLES

Escape First

These are multiplayer escape room

puzzle games! This game features three

rooms to escape from and may be

played competitively or cooperatively.

Sam & Dan: Floaty Flatmates

Sam & Dan: Floaty Flatmates is a co-op

VR game where communication and

teamwork is key. You are playing as

Sam or Dan, one of the two survivors

trapped in your apartment because of a

major world flood.

I Expect You to Die

A virtual reality puzzle game that places

you in the well-polished shoes of an

elite secret agent. You must attempt to

survive deadly situations in immersive

and dangerous locales.
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ALL GAMES LIST

AFFECTED: The Manor🤢
A VR horror game where you can

choose your path. There are two

different paths and four endings.

Amazon Odyssey🤢
Go on an incredible journey through

amazon rainforest, parachute into the

jungle and make camp before exploring

the river and paragliding over cliffs.

Take pictures of animals and learn a

little along the way.

Angry Birds VR: Isle of Pigs

Join Red, Chuck, Bomb, and the Blues to

save the stolen eggs in Angry Birds VR:

Isle of Pigs.

Apollo 11 VR

Explore the moon landing in this

interactive documentary! Visit the moon

with the crew of Apollo 11! The Eagle has

Landed!

Arizona Sunshine

One of the best VR games of all time.

This is easily the greatest zombie game

ever made too. Make your way through

the apocalyptic deserts or Arizona!

Fight hordes of zombies, find better

weapons, and try to get rescued.

Audioshield

Block coloured orbs with your

corresponding coloured shields. Don’t

forget to dance to the beat!

Baby Hands

Experience the world through the eyes

(and chubby little cheeks) of a baby!

Crawl your way through a zany sandbox

experience. The game is filled with

imagination and fun! Baby Hands is a

humorous VR baby simulator!

Beat Saber

This is the most popular VR game of all

time. It's easy to play, but hard to

master. Slash your glowing lightsabers

through the beats to the rhythms of the

soundtrack. We now have Custom

Songs!

Blade & Sorcery ⚠
Blade & Sorcery is a built-for-VR

medieval fantasy sandbox with full

physics driven melee, ranged and magic

combat. Become a powerful warrior,

ranger or sorcerer and devastate your

enemies.

BONEWORKS ⚠
Dynamically navigate through

environments, engage in physics heavy

combat, and creatively approach

puzzles with physics.

The Brookhaven Experiment

Survive waves of monsters, upgrade

your weapons, and try to stop the

apocalypse.
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Bullet Sorrow VR

This game is similar to Rainbow Six

Siege. A zombie survival mode is

included!

Cowbots and Aliens

This is a cel-shaded PvP shooter

featuring cowboy robots and unknown

aliens! Fight against your friends, or

traverse into the online world! You have

Free movement and four distinct game

types.

Creed Rise to Glory

You are Adonis Creed, fighting to

establish your legacy in the ring and

beyond. Go toe-to-toe with the world’s

top opponents in this intense VR boxing

experience that lets you train and fight

like Creed.

Digital Domain’s Monkey King

A visually-captivating, cinematic

storybook experience told in virtual

reality.  Jump into this truly immersive

experience and journey with Wukong

along his search for the ways of the

warrior in this tale of tragedy, magic

and conquest.

Dreadhalls🤢
Survive the dungeon and find a way to

escape. Your only weapons are stealth,

courage, and a faint light.

Dream Coaster VR🤢
Our favourite roller coaster. It’s 2.5

minutes long in a wonderful magical

land. Ask us for a chair!

Drunkn Bar Fight ⚠
Fight your way through the crowds in

this overcrowded pub! Three different

locations. Drinking makes you stronger!

Duck Season

Remember Duck Hunt from the

Nintendo Entertainment System?

Things have changed since 1984. Enjoy

this faithful VR recreation of Duck Hunt.

Keep your eye on that dog though….

Dungeon Escape VR

This is a cartoonish escape room game.

You will be challenged to complete

various puzzles in order to escape! This

game is NOT frightening in any way!

We promise.

Elven Assassin

This is one of the most popular VR

multiplayer games! Elven Assassin is

addictive and easy to play. You must

defend the castle grounds from an

advancing orcish horde! Watch out for

dragons and ogres! Alternatively, you

can fight against your friends in an epic

PVP experience!

Emily Wants to Play

This game is extremely popular. Your

goal is to deliver a pizza to Emily’s

house. Your goal is to escape alive.

Explore the house and find a way to

escape the nightmare!
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ENGAGE

Education and presentation platform

that seeks to transform how people

share ideas and teach lessons.

Escape Bloody Mary

Our newest horror game – very quick.

Keep the candles lit. close the window

and survive!

Escape First

These are multiplayer escape room

puzzle games! This game features three

rooms to escape from and may be

played competitively or cooperatively.

EscapeVR: The Basement

Solve puzzles, discover useful items,

investigate clues, and find your way

through a total of seven rooms

Eternity Warriors ⚠
This is a gothic stationary wave shooter.

Fight through hordes of gargoyles,

minotaurs, and succubus. The art style

may remind you of Devil May Cry!

Fallout 4 VR ⚠🤢
Who needs Fallout 76? We certainly

don’t! Fallout 4 is a massive RPG first

person shooter. If you have an hour, give

this one a shot. Your aim is to save the

post-apocalyptic world from ghouls and

monsters. You may be able to find your

son while you’re at it.

FIVE NIGHTS AT FREDDY’S: HELP

WANTED

Survive terrifying encounters with your

favorite killer animatronics in a

collection of new and classic FIVE

NIGHTS AT FREDDY’S™ experiences.

“Where fantasy and fun come to life!”

Fruit Ninja VR

Your controllers become swords. No

button memorization is required. Slice

as many of the fruits as possible whilst

also avoiding the bombs. Someone had

better bring a blender!

Goalie Challenge VR

Feel the whizz of the puck fly by your

skull in this fun and fast-paced goalie

VR simulator. Fully immersive with

surround sound and haptic vibration for

a realistic hockey experience.

Google Earth VR🤢
Visit anywhere in the world, and even

stand in the streets. Go on vacation or

visit a hometown! Google Street-view

just became a whole lot more intense!

GORN ⚠
This is an outrageously gruesome

colosseum fighter with beautiful cel

shaded graphics! The game features

multiple enemies, modes, and

weapons.
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Gunheart

This is a staff favorite. Become a

legendary space bounty hunter and

finish freelance jobs. Upgrade your

equipment as you go and save the

universe. Samus Aran would be jealous!

Boba Fett would be terrified.

Half-Life Alyx

It’s the story of an impossible fight

against a vicious alien race known as

the Combine, set between the events of

Half-Life and Half-Life 2. Playing as Alyx

Vance, you are humanity’s only chance

for survival.

Holopoint

Become a legendary space bounty

hunter and finish freelance jobs.

Upgrade your equipment as you go and

save the universe. Samus Aran would be

jealous! Boba Fett would be terrified.

Hot dogs, Horseshoes, & Hand

Grenades

Do you like hot dogs? How about

horseshoes? Hand grenades? (everyone

likes hand grenades). Anyway, we've

got all that, and guns. No mustard

though.

I Expect You to Die

A virtual reality puzzle game that places

you in the well-polished shoes of an

elite secret agent. You must attempt to

survive deadly situations in immersive

and dangerous locales.

Island 365🤢
Meet face-to-face with deadly dinosaurs

from the past. Use guns, upgrades and

tools as you try to survive. A mis

between Jurassic park and avatar.

Job Simulator

You're never too old to play Job

Simulator! Work as a chef, office

employee, grocery store clerk or car

mechanic! Your adorable robot

employers will never resent your antics!

Let’s get to work!

Karnage Chronicles

Experience a rich story that takes you

on a perilous journey through dark

dungeons filled with monsters, traps,

puzzles, treasure and more.

Knockout League

Train up with various boxing drills to

take on a crazy cast of characters with

different fighting styles.

MasterpieceVR

This is one of the most impressive VR

modeling titles of all time! Feel free to

export your creation and save it! Every

detail is exceptionally well presented.

Nature Treks VR

Explore tropical beaches, underwater

oceans and even take to the stars.

Discover over 60 different animals.

Command the weather, take control of

the night or create and shape your own

world.
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VR Funhouse

A simplistic carnival funhouse with all

your favorite classic games.

Ocean Rift

Experience the ocean in a whole new

way- this underwater adventure park

has something for everyone, including

whales, sea lions, and turtles.

Onward ⚠🤢
This is our most realistic military

shooter. The game features a steep

learning curve. Multiplayer gameplay is

available.

Pavlov VR ⚠🤢
A complex shooter with fully fledged

reload functions and gameplay. This

game is all about firepower.

PAYDAY 2 ⚠
Have you ever seen the movie ‘Heat’

from 1995? It’s pretty much that, but in

VR. Rob banks and conduct heists alone

or with friends!

Perfect

Virtual reality escapism at its purest.

Leave behind the daily grind & slip

away to beautiful relaxing locations, the

northern lights, beaches, and even a

mountain top. Take a minute to relax.

Protonwar

Imagine Halo 3 and Quake 3 thrown

into a blender. Sounds awesome right?

Just wait until you try it in VR! This is the

greatest VR science fiction multiplayer

shooter! Work on your aim and fight

against bots or players!  There are

plenty of maps to choose from!

Remember: It’s all about map and

weapon control.

QuiVR

Another archery tower defense

adventure. This game is very easy to

control and play. Multiplayer is an

option.

QuiVR Vanguard

QuiVr Vanguard brings the best-selling

archery mechanics of the original QuiVr

into a stand-alone, fast-paced title.

Rampage VR

Just like the arcade game, but this time

you’re unleashed on a huge open world.

Destroy as much as possible as George.

Rec Room

Play tons of games with friends, or on

your own. Customize your character and

play rec center games as well as quests,

laser tag, paintball, and dodgeball.

Richie’s Plank Experience🤢
You're on a plank, 80 stories high. Your

knees are shaky, and your palms are

sweaty. You have a choice: do you walk,

or do you freeze?
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Rick and Morty: Virtual

Rick-ality

Oh jeez, Rick! Join the dynamic duo in

this chaotic simulator on an adventure

through portals and time.

Sam & Dan: Floaty Flatmates

Sam & Dan: Floaty Flatmates is a co-op

VR game where communication and

teamwork is key. You are playing as

Sam or Dan, one of the two survivors

trapped in your apartment because of a

major world flood.

Serious Sam VR: The Last Hope

Step into the shoes of Sam Stone in this

unique VR shooter simulation! This is a

wave-based stationary shooter! Defend

your position against never-ending

waves of enemies with a ludicrously

cool arsenal of firearms!

Smashbox Arena

Shoot, duck behind cover, and

coordinate with teammates! Take

advantage of the amusing power ups

within the game.

Space Fist

In the virtual world of Space Fist, you

are a fighter challenging powerful

enemies across different environments.

Space Pirate Trainer

Cyberpunk sci-fi action at its finest!

Defeat waves of flying robot enemies

with multiple guns, a shield, and even

powerups.  Remember: reloading is for

the weak!

Spider-Man: Far From Home

Virtual Reality

In breathtaking virtual reality, you’ll

finally have the chance to scale and

swing from the highest towers in

Manhattan. Just pick one of four

Spider-Man suits and you’ll be launched

into the clouds… but keep your eyes and

ears peeled, a colossal and dangerous

enemy is waiting.

Spider-Man: Homecoming-

Virtual Reality

Suit up as Spider-Man and see what it’s

like to be the world’s favorite

superhero.  Learn the ins and outs of

your brand new Stark Industries

upgraded web shooters and master

different web types as you race to

complete fast-paced targeting trials –

but you’ll have to learn quickly… The

Vulture is on the loose and coming for

you.

Star Chart🤢
Your very own Planetarium! Explore the

solar system and night sky in a beautiful

and accurate real-time simulation.

Summer Funland🤢
A crazy rollercoaster, hilarious

mini-games, an incredibly fast-paced

motorcycle ride through Gotham, an

underwater voyage and a space trip –

Summer Funland will blow you away!

SUPERHOT VR

Superhot is a universal favorite.  This

unique shooter will test your reflexes,

aim and time management abilities.
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Time only moves when you do, so plan

accordingly!

Sweet Escape VR🤢
Climb to the top of the various candy

landscapes. Race against your friends

to become the ultimate candy-climber!

This game will give you a work-out!

Tales of Escape

Your goal is to escape:

1. Butcher’s shop

2. Old Mine

3. Asylum + Space

Trickster VR

A fun dungeon crawling adventure that

changes every time. Use bow-guns,

swords, or shields to defeat the orcs

and upgrade your gear. Multiplayer

enabled.

theBlu

Experience the wonder and majesty of

the ocean!  Visit a series of submarine

habitats and come face to face with

awe-inspiring marine creatures.

Tilt Brush

Now you can paint in 3D! Create

anything you’d like! You even have the

option to save your creations and take

them home with you!

Vacation Simulator

Have you been playing too much Job

Simulator? If so, you may need a

vacation! Vacation Simulator is brought

to you by the team responsible for Job

Simulator! Customize your avatar,

explore your hotel room and visit exotic

locations in this epic vacation simulator!

Vanishing Realms

Explore mystic domains, outwit magical

wards, seek lost artifacts and wield

magical spells to combat the denizens

of the Undead Realm.

VR SUPER SPORTS

This game is a full-body VR experience.

Bowling, Homerun Derby, Soccer,

Basketball, Japanese Archery, Clay

Shooting, Boxing, Karting, and more.

VRChat

Join the growing community as you

explore, play, and help craft the future

of social VR.

VTOL VR🤢
A realistic flight simulator that puts you

in the seat of an AV-4.

Water Bears VR

These are brain games. Solve the

puzzles to get water to the bears. THEIR

LIVES ARE IN YOUR HANDS!

We Are Stars🤢
An immersive astronomical

documentary about the UNIVERSE!

(spoiler alert: It’s big).

Zombie Training Simulator

A cartoon zombie apocalypse with

amusing gameplay and fast paced

action.
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